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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED 
Abra ham Lincoln once said that public sentiment was every-
thing, with it nothing could fail, without it nothing could succeed . 
What Mr. L incoln was talking about is simple logic; the simple idea 
tha t to succeed you must be believed a nd to be believed you must be 
unde rstood . 
This is as true of the field of b usiness as it is in the field of 
politics or in any other field . Peo ple wa nt to be believed; they want to 
be unders tood. T h e universal urge to communicate need not be debate d 
here a nd hence a r eady entry is established into the field of the com-
pany sponsored book . 
A book is a means of communica tion, a communication which 
c a rries a great d eal of prestige and a mea ns of communication which 
is just a s difficult t o formulate as the lapse after the weather has 
been discussed . 
Just where and when the first company book was developed is 
not too importan t to the person whose job is to create one . Suffice it 
to s ay that the company book had its origin, grew up and that more and 
more organizations attem pt them ev ery day. It is possible as some 
sugges t that the sudden rise in popularity of this r ath e r ex pensive 
2 
medium of communication grew out of the phenomenal success of such 
authors as Ida Tarbell and the two-volume History C?% the Standard Oil 
Company which received wid e comment when it was published. 
After t h e first books were written, it became obvious to t h e 
sponsoring groups that the contents of the book could be best controlled 
if the organization not only provided the material but pa id the writer 
and supervised all of the p r oduction. In this manner the true company 
sponsored book developed. 
The P roblem 
No matter how the idea sta rted, companies and organizations 
a r e writing more about themselv es. The Dun and Bra dstreet, Inc . 
Business Library in New Yo rk City which has made a point of collect-
ing company books gives evidence of this. T he organization collects 
''practically all that come to our attention, and adding any that are 
sent to us unsolicited provid ed t hey contain historical mate rial. 11 1 
Before 194 9, the Dun and Bradstreet Business Library had only 500 
business volume s, but between Septemb e r 1, 1949 and January 1. 1956, 
a total of 782 volumes had been added to the Library's listings . 2 
More and more companies and organizations desir e to be repre -
1Harriet L. Taylor, Associate Librarian, the Business Librar-
y. Dun and Bradstreet, Inc . Letter to author on June 5, 1957. 
2
"Business Sits for its P ortrait, 11 Business Week, Number 1431 
(February 2, 1957 , p . 129. 
3 
sented in book or pamphlet form. Since the field is new~ the method of 
making an effective book and yet spending t he company's money wisely 
is not often clear to the beginner. 
This thesis will deal with the problem of what has been done in 
a sampling of hard cover company books and what should be considered 
by organizations which are thinking of a book. 
Definition of Terms 
When the field of company books is studied~ there are several 
different types immediately noted. Depending on the institution's pur-
pose, there are several types of books which can meet a need. T his 
thesis will be concerned primarily with the "publicity type" book. 
The publicity type book is the one most easily prepared by t h e 
company itself~ either in the public relations department or by a 
special writer working closely with this as well as other departments . 
It is a book published with a hard cover and containing not over two 
hundred pages. The book is perhaps best characterized by having a 
format which is easy to follow and which requires no specialized know -
ledge of either economic~ social or political history. In short~ it is a 
book which gi ves in a few pages the superficial portrait of an organi-
zation~ without digging too deeply into the past or predicting the future. 
Perhaps the main point of the publicity book would be its ability 
to present in just a few minutes reading tim e a resume or synopsis of 
the points the founding institution feels to be of importance. T he book 
4 
could be read by employees to build a " feeling" for their company> by 
students to learn what the company offers in the way of a futu r e attach-
ment ) o :r by stockholders to see wha t a n d how the company is doing. 
In summation1 the publicity type book can be a r eference book 
for t he sponsor ing organization. It does not attempt to give t h e pl ace 
of the organization in the world of organizations~ but it does demon-
str ate some elements of t h e c ompany 's profile. 
CHAPTER II 
WHY A BOOK? 
Now that the problem has been broached, the question probably 
will arise of why a company or organization would be interested in 
doing a book. Why should an institution want to go to the trouble and 
expense of publishing a book when there are certainly other areas. 
both informative and scientific, to which the money could be put? 
The answer is not too easy to find . Part of the reason comes 
from 'the nature of the bound volume itself. "Not to discount the im-
portance of its contents, one of its practical advantages ... is that peo-
ple hesitate to throw a book away. " 1 And if people hesitate to throw 
the book away. then it must be filed somewhe re and thus serves as a 
recurrent reminder of t he sponsoring organization. There is probably 
something too in the advantage a b ook has in obtaining a mention of the 
company in such impor tant places as schools and libraries . If a poten-
tial buyer, stockholder or employee wants information on a certain 
company, he can obtain it from a library or school which has in its 
stacks the latest volume of the company b ook . The book will pre sent 
l Howard Stephenson and Wesley F .iske P ratzne r , Publicity for 
P res tige and Profit (New York: Mc Graw- Hill Book Company, Inc .• 
1953), p . 64. 
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the company in the manner chosen by the company and thus t hrough the 
m e ans of a book the company will b e able to be "on file" in many con-
venient places which would otherwise b e inaccessible. 
Some of the advantages of a company b ook are listed by small 
New York City publishing houses which will, for a pric e, design, write, 
print and distribute book s: to " build r eputation and good will; create 
actual sales, inform investors; hel p salesmen, brok ers, retailers; 
stimulate employees, and aid in the company's r egular sales promo-
tion. 11 2 
Another outlook on th e purpose/ advantages of a book are those 
of a West Coast firm whose book was to: (1) Collect the company's hi s-
tory in an organized form , ( 2) Meet a de mand a t universities for factual 
information a bout the company, and (3) P romote bette r unde r standing of 
its current policies and activ ities. 3 
Fairbanks, Mor se & Company list the objectives of its book, 
Pioneer s in Industr)J as: 
1 . To trace through the careers of Thaddeus Fairbanks, 
t he inventor, and Charles Hosme r Morse, the m e r -
chandising and industrial genius, and through the lives 
of t heir descendants, an illustration of the typical 
Am erican qualities of inventiveness, r esourc efulness , 
drive and vision. 
2
"Busines s Sits for its Portrait, '' Business Week, Number 1431 
(February 2, 1957}, p . 13 6. 
3Ibid. 
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2. To .s how that the company through the d ev elopment of 
new products had, with skillful advertising and promo-
t ion, contributed greatly to increasing the comfort , 
raising the living standard, and lower ing the cost of 
living of t he Am erican people even in the s mallest 
communities. 
3. To present a clear , interesting, well illust rated story 
of a business which grew up with the country from a 
small b eginning in St. Johnsbury, Vermont, to a 
present day industr ial · gia nt, in an atmos phere of free 
enterprise. 
4. To make f r iends for the company and to promote a more 
favorable rec eption of the capitalistic system . 
5. To bring a bout a b e tter unde rstanding of the company 
and its activiti es by leading banking and investment 
houses. 
6. To fos ter better relations and i n spire confidence in th e 
company by its customers, jobbers, suppliers and 
dealers. 
7. To assist in creating a more friendly 'climate ' for pri -
vate enterpr ise through revealing the extent of t h e corn-
pany' s operations to selected 'k ey ' leaders in f e d e ral, 
state and municipal gove rnments, magazine and news-
paper e dito r s, universities, colleges, schools and 
libraries. " 4 
T he Fairbanks, Morse & Company believes that the b ook which 
embraced these purposes was successful. 
Howev er, it must be pointed out that there are other r easons for 
publishing a book b esides that of r efer enc e. Har old E. Qreen writes in 
4Metropolitan Lif e Insuranc e Company Memorandum, 1952. 
Sent by Mr. William J . Barrett, Secretary. (Typewritten .) 
8 
Printers' Ink that "Few company histories are written for reference 
purposes only. They have prom otional objectives: establishing the 
company's importance in the field~ influencing customers and key peo -
ple~ bettering plant~ city and employee relations and giving p roduct 
. f t • II 5 m orma 1on. 
And of course~ the publishing of a company book~ at least to 
some extent~ s hows ''a new generation of managers has stopped being 
• 
defensive about th e reputation of its robber baron ancestors - - and has 
simultan eously shed th e traditional attitud e of 'what we do is nobody ' s 
business but ours'. 11 6 And this traditional attitud e is shed in the per-
manent form of a hard cover book . 
Thus~ the bound book represents a perfect medium for presenting 
an enduring record of an institution's activities. As a company publi-
cation~ the stor y may be definit e and concrete~ about one particular 
industry or business rather than about ind ustry in general. As an at-
tractiv e book~ the c ompany's story b ecomes a valuable prestige m e di -
urn~ allowing interested persons to read about the company and see its 
plant and operations in full color. In this form~ then, the book sums 
up t he organization and presents it to the world . 
·
5Harold E. Green~ 11 14 Points to Observe in Preparing a Com -
pany History~ 11 (February 21 ~ 1947 ). 
6
'Business Sits for its Portrait, 11 op. cit .~ p. 130. 
9 
Before. closing this chapter on the book as a medium~ some men-
tion s hould be made of the cost of such a project. The question of a 
publisher is on:e that comes up immediately and is one which has a 
great influence on the cost. The article on this subject in Business 
7 
Week states the problem quite well: 
"Most companies prefer to have the book turned out by one 
of the better known publishers--to get the attention of re-
viewers~ and to cast a brighter glow of prestige about the 
sto ry. But few of the leading trade book houses will take 
a company history that doesn't have merit in its own right 
as a book. Standards may not be quite so rigid as usual~ 
though. The publisher rarely e xpects a corporate bio -
graphy to have a large and popular sale. But the subject 
company often guarantees to buy enough copies to make the 
run profitable. So whatever is sold in the bookstores is 
gravy. II 
As in so many things~ the price or cost of a company book de-
pends on what the company wants. Authors' fees may range from $1> 000 
to $2 5. 000 and a book may cost. as it did for a West Coast firm. a 
quarter of a million dollars for 7 5. 000 copies. 8 
But failing to achieve acceptance by a name publisher, the com-
parry can have the book published on its own at one of the small printing 
houses near its home or if it still wants the glamor of a name can get 
it by paying a subsidy of from $1, 000 - $5. 000 above production and 
7 Ibi d . J p. 138. 
8 Ibid. J p. 136. 
10 
distribution costs to have the imprint stamped on the volume. 9 
In short, a company book is expensive. Its cost depends on 
many factors, such as the author, the number of pages, type of print-
ing, number and type of illustrations, etc. It i s not something which 
can be given an average cost figure, for the cost of the book varies 
with the type of end product that is desir ed. But the cost factor is an 
integral part of the decision of whether the company wants and need s a 
hard cover book. 
9 Ibid .• p. 138 . 
CHAPTER III 
THE BUSINESS HISTORY 
The publicity book, however, is not the only type of book pub-
lished by or about industrial and other o rganizations. There is also a 
type commonly called the "business history. 11 While the publicity book 
is always sponsored by the subject company, the business history may 
be written by an outside group and published as any non-fiction book i s 
published, by a regular publisher. 
Ess entially, the business history is a scholarly work written by 
a competent author who is fa miliar with economic, social, cultural and 
political his tory as well as with the concerned organization. While the 
publicity book aim s at quick easy style, the business history is often a 
substantial tome running into m any hundred pages and in some case s 
into sev eral volum es. 
The Dun and Brads t r eet list of business histories states in the 
prefa ce to the first volume: 
11 Business history has value not only as a presentation of 
the past by showing changes in business thought and methods, 
but also provides the rea der with a better understanding of 
problems of busines s in a highly dynamic world and of the 
reasons for the success and failure of those businesses 
1 2 
which have surVived for many years. 111 
T hus, the business history differs from the publicity book in its 
reliance on the background of the economic and world setting as well as 
of the c haracter and history of the business. 11 Business history is not 
a romance or scandal propagandist expose or hero worshipping .... It is. 
an earnest effort to learn and set down in orderly fashion t he f acts a nd 
id eas that have underlain the organized plan of· using capital and em-
playing '- i 8 n in order to serve society 1 s needs. 11 2 
Thomas R. Navins, who wrote the history of the Whiting Machine 
Works, wrote in the Harvard Business Review: 
11 The newer histories--of which to date only a handful have 
been written- - strive to tell a rounded story that will inform 
the public of the problems faced by businessmen in the 
management of their particular companies. 
T he growing inte r est in this new approach to business his -
tory has been due in large part to the increasing sensitive-
ness of businessmen to the need for a broad and enlighten e d 
public relations policy. With gradual discovery by men in 
the bus.iness world that their security and capabilities as 
business managers are no longer acc epted by the general 
public without the support of visible and forceful proof, 
there has come the realization tha t a company history can 
s erv e a hitherto unsuspected func tion in a carefully planned 
and round ed public relations program. 
A history •.. well told--with candor and frankness and free-
dom from ax-grinding- -can spread b efore t h e public the 
1 Introduction, 
the Business Library, 
(Mim eographed.) 
11 A List of Business Histories and Biographies in 
Dun and Bradstreet, Inc. 11 (September 1, 1949). 
2N. S. B. Gras, 11 Are You Writing a Business History?, 11 
of_ Business Historical Societ XVIII (October, 1944). . 73. 
Bulletin 
13 
whole dio r ama of a company's experience with an efficiency 
that public relations men find difficult to match through 
other media. A history written independently, by some 
outside firm, can set forth, without either boastfulness o r 
embarrassment, a company's successes and its all-too-
human failures, its efforts to understand and meet con sumer 
demands. its philosophy of m a na gement and its reasons for 
following the courses it has take11. Few other media offer 
s o broad a canvas on which to paint a life-size corporate 
port r a it. 
And whether they realize it or not. the managements which 
participate in the publication of such histor ies a r e serving 
a broader purpose than building goodwill for their own 
companies. For only through knowledge of the complex 
realities of business life in many individual com panies 
which histories of this type can help to provide will come 
understanding of our free enterprise system as a whole --
both its problems and its accomplishments--and apprecia-
tion of its fundamental values as compared with com peting 
ideologies. 11 3 
Mr. Navins, a member of the Harvard University Gra d ua te 
School of Business Administration business history department, is a 
qualified speaker on busine.ss history. Harvard University offers post-
doctoral fellowships in the writing of business histories and offers 
courses in the techniques of business histories. Mr. Navin's quotation 
shows the connection between the business history. of which the pub -
licity book might be considered an outgrowth, and public relations. 
Two other authorities at Har vard on business histories are Dr. Hen-
rietta M. Larson, associate professor of business history. and Dr. 
Norman S. B. Gras who with Dr. Larson started the Business History 
3Thomas R. Navins, Harvard Business. Review, XXVIII , (Nove 
b e r . 1950). p. 24. 
14 
Foundation, Inc. which sponsors studies of companies. 
Some things which the business history should do are outlined 
in Casebook in Business History by Drs. Gras and Larson. T hey in-
elude: provid e background and perspective for a judgment of where 
business is headed, permit an appreciation of the sense of eternal 
change in business, show how to deal with situations and cases from any 
standpoint uppermost at the time, enable a study of the general circum -
stances of the firm for the variety of backgrounds offered by history, 
and enable man to l earn from history the part business has played in 
civiliza:±ibn and the extent to which it has grown to the stature of a pro-
4 
fe s s ion. 
The three major purposes behind business history, advertising, 
pointing out errors. and education5 can be translated into three main 
types or categories of subject matter: t he man--in function with 
6 
others, the industry, and the men, th e units and the industry. 
These three main types can be broken down into further group-
ings: (1 ) Emphasis on industry, primarily the business such as done 
by Stephen B. Clough in his A History of the Mutual Life Insurance 
(1946) which dealt with insurance as a business.. (2) Emphasis on the 
4N. S. B. Gras and Henrietta M. Larson, Casebook in Business 
His tory (New York : F. S. Croft & C ompany, 1939), p. 4. 
5 Gras, op. cit. 
6 Ibid. 
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chief function of a busin ess unit such as shown by Ralph M. Howe r in 
Macy' s of New York (1943) which was concerned with the r etailing of 
goods. (3) An array of miscel~aneous subjects not in a synthesis. 
(4 ) Show primarily internal o rganization. (5) Show primarily exte rnal 
organization. (6) Sh ow· c ompany polic ies such a s Dr. Henrietta M. 
L a rson did i n Jay Cooke (193 6). (7) Put the e m phasis on opera tions; 
the i dea that s m all men make the company. (8) Show the history from 
the pr~uct view. (9) Place the em phasis on institution al a dve rtising 
as in t he Gold en Book of Wanamaker Stores (1911). (10) Start with the 
developm ent of the plant, equipment. technology as in John W. Ham-
mond 's Men a nd Volts : T h e Story of Gener al Electr ic (1941). (11) T h e 
story of a holding company. (12 ) The ideal history which includes all 
catego ries of 4-11. 7 
In g eneral the b usines s history may b e divided into t h e divisions 
of fa cts and ideas. Unde r facts would come the history of t he organiza -
lion, administr ation, management, ethics and law while under i deas 
comes the history of busine s s economics. 8 
Topic s which m ay b e e m phasized in a business history include 
the legal fr a m ework o r the type of organization, partnership, corpora-
7N. S. B. Gras, "Wh at Type of Business His tory Are You 
Writing?, 11 Bulletin of Business Historical Society, XX (Novembe r , 
1 9L1 6), p. 148 ff . 
8N. S~ B~ Gras, 11 Business History, 11 Economic History Review, 
IV(April, 1934). pp. 385 -3 98 . 
1 6 
tion, etc. ; the question of control; management, directors from the 
outsid e or inside, the location of the seat of control; internal organiza-
tion; the line functions of management, procurement, stor age of r aw 
materia l, production , storage of inventory, sales, transportation, 
g 
finance; staff functions, and relations of the firm to the community. 
Th e criteria of business histories and busines.s biog raphies a r e 
similar in some aspects. Both must meet the essentials of good 
s cholar ship, have a rounded and balanced treatment of the subj ect and 
pr esent t h e subject against its setting. 10 
Now that the business history has been explained, th e way is 
pav e d for the publicity book which follows quite closely the general 
outline set up for the history. The primary difference, that of s cope 
and pur pose, provides the variations that exist in the two types of 
books. Where the history strives to present the ind ustry, eith e r i n 
full o r in part, against the fabric of its very existence , the publicity 
book strives to bring the sponsor ing organization into t h e public eye 
for more or less general reasons, such as stockholder relations, e m -
ploy ee s election and maintenance, general reference and adv ertising . 
9N. S. B. Gras, "Are You Writing a Business History?," 
op. cit. pp. 87 -9 2. 
1-0Henrietta M. Larson, Guide to Business History: Materials 
for t h e Study of American History and Suggestions for their Use 
(Vol-:-xu in Hmard Studies in Bus"'irless History, ed. N. S. R Gras. 
Camb ridge, Harvard University, 1948) p. 92 and p. 165. 
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The next chapter will deal with the methods used in this study 
of the publicity book and the following section will be ·:concerned with 
the data g~thered during the study. 
CHAPTER IV 
STUDY PROCEDURE 
The first procedure used in this thesis was to obtain as complete 
a list as possible of the books which would fall into the publicity type 
classification. This was finally decided to be ''A List of Business 
Histories and Biographies in the Business Library, Dun and B r a ds t r eet, 
Inc. 11 The list comes in three sections: Septemb er 1, 1949, Septem-
ber 1, 1952, and January 1, 1956 , In addition, the librarian supplied 
a typ e d list of the additions from. January 1, 1956 through June, 1957. 
T he Dun and Bradstr eet lis tings were suggested by Mr. Richard J. 
Shepher 9, director of the Information Center1 Public Relations Society 
of Am erica. 
On the surface, the lists appeared to be the perfect selec:tion, 
but upon further e xamination and while working with them 1 it was 
found that many of the titles listed were paper covered brochures. 
While these paper covered brochures proved to have value as business 
histories~ they, of course1 did not fall into the hard cover category . 
The method for selecting books for this work was by random 
sample, and from the lists 136 queries were sent to officials in the 
organizations requesting the books which fell into th e sample. Books 
1 9 
which were known by the author as being the substantial business his-
to r y rath er than the publicity book were eliminated from t he list before 
the sample was drawn. 
Each letter was directed to an official in the company and e x -
plained why the books were being requested and mentioned that the 
thesis would concern hard cover hooks. An error in this method re-
sulted from typing the titles from the Dun and Bradstreet listing on the 
bottom of the letter. Because of this, many company officials were 
unsur e whether to send a hard cover book if the title was not t h e one 
requested. However, many officials sent both the requested title as 
well as a hard cover book if one was available. 
It is significant that although the letters were a ddressed to 
persons who would have some knowledge of the field, public relations 
officials, . presidents. organization secretaries and advertising repre-
sentatives. the number of hard cover books received was far fewer than 
expected. The author does not feel that the error of the letter was too 
great in view of the fact that the hard cover book was mentioned and 
that the letters were sent to people who could be assumed to be familiar 
with th e subject. 
A c omprehensive file of the material received was k ept and 
notations were made on cards of the person queri ed. the organization• s 
address. the title requested and the replies received. Notations were 
also made of the title received or the reason why nothing was obtained. 
r 
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Several companies were queried twice wh en it was f elt that the first 
letter had not b een fully understood. 
With the letters in the mail~ a work sheet~ based on .a prelim-
inary s t udy of four company book s representing different types of in-
dustry and materials sugg ested by Dr. Henr ietta M. Larson of the 
Harvard Univ ersity Gr a duate School of Business Administration as 
necessary in a business history, w a s made. 
T his wo rk sheet was used in the study of the books. Each b ook 
r eceived was given a c od e number and then read and reread, studied 
and then noted on a worksh eet. The work sheet (see appendix) con-
tained twelve major categories and a space for the notation of a Flesch 
score in readability and i nte r est. 
All F l esch material used in the t h esis was taken from Rudolf 
Flesch' s b ook How~ Test Readabilit y , published by Harper & 
Brothers in 1951. While the criticisms of the Flesch formul a lie pri -
marily outside this thesis, it was felt t hat t h e scores would b e of 
prim a ry interest in giving an objective measure of t h e r eadability and 
reader interest in the books selec ted. In following this r easoning, the 
author f elt that each book thus received the same type of sc r utiny in 
this matter and that since the book s are so much alike the scores r e-
flect the same general levels in each of them. 
Th e categories which will form the basis. of t h e next chapters 
were then given a number, tabulated and percentag es were wo rked out. 
21 
Many of the categories are simply counts of such obvious things as 
page size, number of pages and type size. However, the central part 
of the work sheet concerns emphasis, and the matter of assigning e m-
phasis is not merely objective. 
The books, as previously mentioned, were read and reread and 
studied in view of the categories. Such methods as number of times a 
th eme was repeated and the extent the theme was, used, th e number of 
pages devoted, for example, to details of production, all formed an 
important part of the decision as to whether the book emphasized, 
mentioned or omitted the categories in question. Besides attention to 
t h e copy itself, attention was given to the illustrations and thus a book 
which just mentioned details of production could have been given an 
emphasis on production if the book had many illustrations of t h e dif -
ferent phases of production. illustrations, it must be added, played 
an important part in the publicity books studied. 
As in all studies of r elatively undeveloped fields, something 
must be said about the limitations of the study. This study might have 
different results if there had been more hard cover books received. 
Another limiting factor is that the publication dates of the books 
cover a wide span. It is obvious that the later books, with all t h e e x-
periments of the past to consider, have certain qualities which are 
lacking in the earlier ones. 
Oth er limitations concern the reasons the book was published 
2 2 
and the particular purpose that the sponsoring organization had in mind 
the time the book was issued. A further study embracing these points 
would add to the effectiveness of this more or less preliminary study. 
Thus 1 further work in this field could bring new light on the 
problems of the truly effective company sponsored hard cover book. 
The tabulation of effectiveness is outside the scope of this study~ but 
would be very r ewarding if done at a later date. 
CHAPTER V 
OBJ E C T IVE ANALYSIS 
T he tabulation of t h e analysis is th e most important a nd the 
most interesting part of t h e th esis. In t his sec tion t he work sheet data 
is gathered together a nd percentages tabulated for the b ooks covere d i n 
the study. 
T abulation of Replies 
Of the 136 l ette r s mailed to compa ny officials requesting copies 
of book s. 115 replies were r eceive d fo r a total of 85 pe r c ent. Twent y -
one org aniza tions did not r eply at all. T~1is 15 per cen t r epresente d 
sev e r al of the larger companies such as Gener al E lectric as well a s 
several smaller organizations. Although none of these letters was re-
turn e d. it is possible that they did not rea ch the right person or that 
they we r e sent to companies which ha d since merged and h ence would 
ha v e another centra l address. 
' T hirty-one organizations sent hard cover books of wh ich twenty-
nine were consi d ered u sable. T h e United States E nvelope Company 
sent its Handbook cE' E nvelope P r o ducts and P urpos e s , which. although 
a bound volum e. was not a publicity book a t a ll b ut r ath e r a catalogue of 
its products . Th e Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company sent Hugh 
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Allen's Th e House~ Goodyear, an interesting book but not of the pub-
licity type. T he third unusable book was George ~· Johnson a nd His 
Industrial Democ racy, a n industrial biography, by William Inglis . T his 
book too was not suitable to the topic under study. The tally of com-
panies sending hard cover books was 23 per cent of which 21 per cent 
were able to be incorporated in the study. 
Fifty-eight companies sent paper bound or pamphlet-type mater-
ial which was completely unusable. This represented 43 per c ent of the 
repli:.~ s. A n additional twenty replies, 15 per cent, stated that the 
books wer e unav ailable due to either being out of print or simply that 
the organization had no copies on hand . The remaining 4 per cent con -
sisted of six replies of which two represented companies out of business. 
One r epor ted that all copies were lost in a flood in 1946 and two more 
said their copies were lost in the 1954 flood and hurricane. T h e re-
maining organization was the Ford Foundation , Inc ., the only foundation 
queried J which reported that the requested book was not published by 
them but was a collection of New Yorke r profiles. 
T hus the tabulation of replies is: 
Hard cover 
Paper cover 
Unavailable 
No response 
Other 
31 replies (21 o/o usable) 
58 replies 
20 replies 
21 r eplies 
6 r eplies 
23o/o 
43o/o 
15o/o 
15o/o 
4o/o. 
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Authorship 
Starting at the top of the work sheet (see appendix) the first item, 
under the title, investigated was the authorship of the books. The 
problem with authors was to find how many of the books listed an 
author's name and how many simply omitted the author credit line . Of 
the b ooks examined, n ine listed an author and two, about the Camillus 
Company and the Mennen Company, were written by the same man, 
Alfred Lief. Thus 31 per cent listed an author and the remaining twen-
·c;:,r books gave no credit. The assumption then is that the majority of 
the books were written by people in the company, rather than by a 
specially commissioned writer. 
Th e tab ulation for authorship was as follows: 
Listing an author 
No author listed 
Publication Dates 
9 books 
20 books 
• 3103 
• 6896 
31. Oo/o 
69 . Oo/o 
Th e question of publication date becomes important when it is 
recalled that the Dun and Bradstreet Business Library listing includes 
782 volumes between September 1, 1949 and January 1, 1956, but only 
500 in all before 1949. 'O.Lthe \bookst:S:tttdied, sixteen were published 
between 1950 and 1957. This means that over 55 per cent of the books 
have been written since the beginning of this deca de and of this figure, 
three book s were publishe d in both 1954 and 1952 and four came out in 
1950. T his gives evidence of the fact that companies are b eginning to 
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think more seriously about publishing hard cover booksJ and that the 
organizations must feel that there are some very definite advantages 
attached to having a book about s.ome phase of their activities. 
The tabulation of years was as follows: 
1957 1 book 
1956 1 book 
1955 1 book 
1954 3 books 
1953 2 books 
1952 3 books 
1951 1 book 
1950 4 books 
1949 1 book 
1948 2 books 
1947 1 book 
1946 1 book 
1945 1 book 
1944 2 books 
1943 1 book 
1942 1 book 
1939 1 book 
192 6 1 ·book 
1904 1 book 
Thu sJ the figur es quoted above a bout the Dun and BradstreetJ 
Inc. Business Library hold n early true to the selection of books in this 
studyJ proving how closely the list of studied book s resembles the Dun 
and Bradstreet Business Library's collection. 
Number of Pages 
The size of the b ook was one of the factors which proved to be 
important in differentiating between the business history and the pub-
licity book. As shown in the section on the business historyJ t hat type 
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of book m ust be a longer, more thorough book and henc e run into more 
pages t han a book which may b e about only one phase of an organization . 
The longest book considered in the sample was that published 
by t h e Plymouth Cordage Company which had 170 pages. T h e shortest 
book was Brass Roots, published by the Scovill Manufacturing C om -
pany 's Mill Products Divis.ion. The rest of the book s fell between 
t h ese two extremes and averaged 77 pages per book . 
Th e tabulation of t h e number of pages shows that 54 per cent of 
t h e books have f ewer than 75 pages and two-thirds of the book s have 
und e r 100 pages. This indicates that the publicity book i s not a long 
book and h ence not a b ook in which mate rial can b e padded if the pub-
lisher is to get the most for his money. T he one book which exceeds 
150 pages has an author listed and is quite close to the business history 
category. 
Th e tabulation which was mad e in 25 page groupings was : 
Under 50 pages 
50- 75 pages 
75 - 100 pages 
100- 125 pages 
12.5- 150 pag es 
150-175 pag es 
Size of the Page 
8 book s 
8 book s 
6 book s 
4 books 
2 book s 
1 book 
. 2758 
. 27 58 
• 2068 
. 1379 
. 0 68 9 
. 03 44 
27 . 6o/o 
27 . 6o/o 
20 . 7% 
13 . 8% 
6. 9o/o 
3 . 4% 
Another item that was investigated for thi s study was the size of 
t h e book, lengt h and width. Contrary to what may b e thought a t first. 
the sizes of the books varied considerably. While size may not seem 
to be of much importance~ the future use of the book must be kept in 
mind. 
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It has been clearly established that one of the prime advantages 
of a hard cover book is the fact that it can be k ept on file for future 
reference. When this is considered~ limitations immediately come to 
view. For instance~ if a book is to be kept on shelves either in a public 
or college library~ or even if the volume is intended for the bookcases 
of private individualsJ one prime consideration would be the average 
width of a book shelf. 
However possible and important the ou~sized book can be for an 
attention getting device, it seems that if the storage problem is to have 
any importance then the book must be able to fit easily on the book-
shelf. A book should also be large enough to eliminate loss and over-
sight . 
With the standard paper sizes set at 8 1/2" x 11'', a company 
could consider that size good for easy filing. However, it is also 
necessary that the company take into account the additional inches 
necessary to bind the book with a hard cover. 
Of the twenty-nine books considered, most of them were less 
than 911 x 1211 , a size which would be considered maximum for the averagE 
bookcase shelf. One, The Mill on Mad River, published by the Scovill 
Manufacturing Company, was 14" x 15", truly a cumbersome and 
awkward book. 
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The tab ulation of the page size was as follows: 
1411 X 15 11 1 book • 03 44 3. 4o/o 
1011 X 13 11 1 book .0344 3 . 4o/o 
1011 X 1211 1 book • 0344 3 . 4o/o 
911 X 12 11 6 b ook s . 20 68 20 . 7o/o 
8 1 I 211 X 11 11 5 books .1724 1 7. 2o/o 
811 X 1011 2 books • 0 689 6. 8o/o 
711 X 10 11 4 book s . 1379 13. 8o/o 
611 X 911 3 books . 103 4 10. 3o/o 
511 X 8 11 5 b ooks . 1724 17. 2o/o 
5 11 X 711 1 b ook . 0344 3. 4o/o 
T h us, 86 per cent of t h e books in the study have a page size 
ranging between 911 x 1211 and 511 x 8'' and 21 per cent of the book s are 
911 x 1211 in page size. The next two frequent page sizes are 81 / 211 x 11 11 
and 5 11 x 811 , b oth of which equal 17 per cent of the total book s studied. 
Book s Listing a P rinter 
As a check on how many of the companies handled their own 
printing, a tabula-tion was made of the number of books which list the 
name of a printer on the title page . 
Although no c heck was made on the number of name or 11 vanity11 
publishers listed due to the fact that such a list is difficult to obtain in 
an obj ectiv e manner, any book which had any name other than that of 
the company lis ted was checked as having a publisher. Th e one excep-
tion was in t h e case of the R euben H. Donnelley Corporation whose 
business it is to publish m aterial and t hus could serve as a publishing 
company in a sense as well as the sponsoring organization. 
T he tabulation was as follows : 
A printer listed 
No p r in ter listed 
13 books 
16 books 
• 4 482 
• 5513 
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44 . 8o/o 
55.1o/o 
Thus, the n umber of books s t udied which had no printer listed 
was only 10 per cent greate r than those which did list a publishe r . And 
it must b e noted that only three additional books did not list the company 
which printed the manuscript. In this tabulation, then, the question of 
having a p r inter listed o r having the company name or nothing on the 
title page has not b een establis h ed by a great enough margin to make a 
r eal difference, or even to make a significant percentage on eithe r side. 
Pages of illustr ations 
Anothe r k ey con sideration of the study of the publicity book is 
the examination of the amount of illustration spac e in th em . This also 
is one of the points which varie s in the different b ook s studied. 
Since it would b e di fficult to compare the n umber of illustrations 
b ecause of their size.J the tabulation was done by the number of pag es 
of illustrations. It was d ecided that if a page was dominated by an 
illustration then the page could b e counted a s an illustrated one. And 
the question of what was to cons titute a 11 dominated" page was r e solved 
by calling a page with illustrative material covering one-third of the 
total space a pictur e page. This included charts, graph s and other 
non-pic to r ial mate r ial which was apart from t he running copy as well 
a s pictures. 
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The illustrative material was mainly pictures_ in black and 
white but many books used full color illustrations as a frontispiece . 
There wer e also several books in the sample which contained steel en -
gravings . 
The tabuiation of the number of illustrated pages i n the books 
was as follows: 
Having less than 1 / 4 pictures 
Having 1 / 4- 1 /3 
Having 113- 1 12 
Having 11 2 - 213 
Having 2 I 3 - 3 I 4 
Having over 3/4 pictures 
6 books 
5 books 
7 b ooks 
2 book s 
1 book 
8 books 
. 2069 
. 1724 
• 2413 
.0689 
• 03 44 
. 2758 
20 . 7% 
1 7. 2% 
24. 1% 
6. 9o/o 
3 . 4% 
27 . 6o/o 
Th us, over a quarter of the books studied had over three-
fourths of their pag es occupied by illustrative mate rials. However, 
eighteen books had less than half of their contents made up of illustra-
tive m ate rial, preferring instead to use the space fo r othe r material. 
Som e books used v e ry little illustrative mate rial while ot hers 
devoted a whole section to such subjects as production details an d pic -
tures of elaborate and intricate machine ry. In short, some companies 
ch ose the picture book approach as F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Company 
in its Our One Hundredt h Year, with 41 of its 44 pag es counted as pic-
t ure pages; while other organizations such as the Plymout h Cordage 
Company used only 39 pages of illustrations in ita 170 page The Rope-
make r s of Plymouth: ~ History of the Plymouth C ordag e Company, 
18 24 - 1949. 
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Because of this, it is difficult to make a statement about the 
number of pages of illustrative materials a publicity book should con-
tain. Percentage-wise, the profusely illustrated book was the most 
popular of any of the ones studied, with the one-third to one-half 
classifications a close secorid. 
White Space 
The white space category proved to be a poorly chosen one for 
study b ecause of the difficulty in establishing a proper criterion upon 
which to judge the books. At the beginning it was believed that there 
might be a need for such a category to establish how many of the 
sponsoring companies would try to avoid leading and adequate margins. 
However, all of the books proved to have adequate white space 
with the possible exception of The Chicago Assembly, about Rand 
McNally and Company, which had very wide margins on three sides of 
the page and only patches of copy. 
Type Size 
The question of type size is a problem since there is no basis 
for stating which is the correct size of type to use in a book. First 
thoughts may be to use a rather large type which w,ould be easy to read 
and yet, the larger the type, the more space required in transmitting 
the message. 
It is believed by the author that no type smaller than 8 -point 
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should b e employedJ and even the use of 8 -point may be questioned 
although readers are perhaps conditioned to it by reading the news-
papers. 
The tabulation of type size was as follows: 
8 -point type 
10-point type 
1 B -point type 
4 b ooks 
14 books 
11 books 
. 1379 
. 4827 
• 3793 
13 . 8o/o 
48 . 3% 
37 . 9% 
ThusJ most of the studied books contained 10-point body type as 
measured by a printer's rule . Eleven books used 12-point type which 
is rather large a nd none. used a type size larger than 12-point or 
s-malle r than 8-point. The date of publication seemed to have nothing 
to do with the size of type since several of t he later books J one pub-
lished in 1956J e mploye d 8-point type throughout. 
CHAPTER VI 
EMPHASIS ON SERVICE AND PRODUCT 
From this category on, there is no empirical measuring stick 
that can be employed. The decision of whether a book emphasizes a 
particular phase of the company• s business or any other particular 
subject is largely a matter bf opinion. While some books can place 
great emphasis on a particular subject in just one paragraph, others 
may use pages and still not be any more forceful. 
Throughout these sections the author has employed what may 
well be called common sense as well as comparison to bring support 
for a particular point of view. 
Quality of Service 
The first category examined was emphasis on the quality of 
service. This type of emphasis can be obtained in two ways, by stating 
that the product or service is simply the best, or by indirectly point-
ing this out by showing how it leads in its field. In this manner, a 
book could really fail to stress the organization's product only by 
neglecting to mention it at all. 
A further complication concerned with this category is the fact 
that product and service must be taken as meaning the same 'Lhing. For 
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instance, a company may stress its packaging and help to the retailer 
which is a service in a manner of speaking. However, if a firm is en-
gaged in the manufacture of a good it was considered to have a product 
in that good. A firm like the Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation does not 
have a product in the strict sense of the word and thus is a service or-
ganization. 
With this in mind, it is not surprising that the r esults were as 
follows: 
Stressing quality of service 25 books 
Not stressing quality of s.ervice 4 books 
• 8620 
• 1379 
86 . 2o/o 
13 . 8% 
T hus, nearly all of the books studied stres.sed the quality of 
service either directly or by indirect means. Only four failed to do so 
and this was because the service or product was not the subject of the 
book. 
Service in the Public Interest 
The topic of service in the public interest may seem a strange 
one at first because all companies might be thought of as wanting to 
represent themselves as public helpers. However, the topic, as the 
previous one, was selected as a means for finding out how many of the 
books in th e study represented emphasis in this category. 
Service in the public interest might be particularly emphasized 
in time of war, for exampl~r~ when a company would do things which 
would aid the war effort above and beyond the call of duty. 
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Another example might be the company's efforts in social 
fields such as bette r housing for employees, hospitals for the poor, 
bette r ing the plant neighborhood as well as other community relations 
activities. 
In f act, emphasis could be achieved by associating the product 
with a national g ood such as t h e F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Company 
did in its book when it described the amount of money that went to the 
treasury through the taxes on its products as well as the section on the 
number of people who were employed in the company. 
Howeve r it was achieved, the tabulation was as follows: 
St r essing servic e in public interest 18 books • 620 6 
Not stressing servic e in public int. 11 b ooks . 37 93 
62 . lo/o 
3 7 .9"/o 
T hus, the majo rity of the books studied, and this figure was 
ov er one -half of the total, stressed the servic e in the public interest 
which was done by the sponsor i ng organization. 
It was natural that the books w r itten shortly after t h e war h a d a 
great deal to say about the part the company played in the war effor t. 
The C aterpillar Tractor Company book, Fifty Y ear s on Tracks , devo -
ted six full pages to w ·orld War II alone describing the part t h at the 
Caterpillar tractor played in wirining the war. And in addition to 
World War II the book devoted some space to the tractor in World 
War I. 
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Variety of Product or Service 
This category was included in the study in order to determine 
how many of the organizations emphasized the variety of their prod uct 
or service. In this category, as. in the one on the quality of service, 
th e ter m m ust includ e both the primary and end products of the firm. 
Sin ce many of the organizations have branched out into other 
fields, this category was designed to show just how often the companies 
decided to include in their books an emphasis on the different products 
made by th e firm. An insurance organization might have some dif-
ficdty in showing emphasis on more than one type of insurance while a 
c om pany such as P roctor & Gamble has a multitude of products in 
allied fie l d s. 
T h e tabulation for this category was found to be: 
St r essing v a r iety 
Not stressing variety 
19 books 
10 books 
. 6551 
. 3448 
65.5% 
34 .5% 
Th us, most of the books , over half, chose to emphasize the 
var iety of products produced by th e firm. The remaining ten book s 
did not emphasize a variety of product even though a study of the com-
pany s howed that other products or services were produced by the firm 
at t h e time the book was published. 
Details of Production 
This topic was one in whic h the results va r ied considerably f rom 
what t he author first thought would be attained. In some case s it 
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seemed to be difficult to determine how a company could show its 
history without explaining in some detail the way that progress was 
made . 
However, it was found that many of the organizations failed 
to emphasize this category at all. Instead, the history was told by 
means of the men leading the company in place of historical approaches 
of the product. 
Some of the books which did emphasize the details of produc-
tion did it by means of a pictorial section in which the various stages 
of production were shown graphically, many with employees actually 
at work. Perhaps the most outstanding book of this type was T h ese 
Fifty Year s, published by the Duplan Corporation. A large section of 
this book is devoted to the work done at the different mills, showing 
men and women at work in the various processes necessary for the 
firm 1 s product. 
As is seen in the tabulation~ over one-half of the books did not 
s how any emphasis on the details of production. 
The tabulation fo r this category was as follows: 
Stressing details of production 11 book s 
Not stressing details of production 18 books 
• 3793 
• 620 6 
37.9% 
62 .1% 
CHAPTER VII 
EMPHASIS ON SIZE AND GROWTH 
The size and growth of a company or organization are subjects 
which would seem to have a very definite place in either a business 
history or in a publicity type book. Coupled with the study of size and 
growth as seen through the books are the topics of historic origin and 
leadership in industry. 
Histor ic Origin 
This category was included to establish the number of com-
panies which placed ari emphasis on the history of the company, par-
ticularly a running history which starts with the company's origin and 
continues until the date of publication. 
Since the business history has the company's history as its 
major part, the publicity book might easily have proved to ignore this 
subj ect completely. The degree to which the company delved into the 
history varied among the books, but most which chos e to emphasize 
histo r y stressed the company's beginning and then skipped over the 
later years. 
The books which ignored the historical category were "As Ye 
Sow" by the Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation, Into ~ Second Century 
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with Procto r & Gamble by the Proctor & Gamble Company and The 
First Hundred Years by the Berkshire Life Insurance Company of 
Pittsfield, Massachusetts. All of these books are represented by em-
phasis in another category. 
T he tabulation figu,res in this case a r e most interesting: 
Stressing historic origin 
Not stressing historic origin 
26 book s 
3 book s 
. 8965 
. 1034 
89.7% 
10 .3% 
Thus, over two-thirds of th e books showed an empha sis on t h e 
history of th e sponsoring firm. Perhaps the most complete histories 
were in t he publications of the Mennen Company and the Plymouth Cord-
a g e Company. 
The indication then remains that the topic of a firm 1 s historic 
origin is one of the most impor tant subjects which the sponsoring firms 
decid ed to employ in their books. 
Size of Company 
The question of emphasizing th e size of the company involves 
to some d egree the purpose of t h e book. If the b ook is to b e primarily 
a r efer e nc e book, then the size and strength of t h e company would b e 
emphasized . Also, a book for . prospective employees might easily 
emphasize the siz e of a company, particular ly if t h e r e are branch 
plants, in order to show that th e organization offers an opportunity for 
moving around the country or the globe. 
However, the question of size n eed not always b e bluntly stated. 
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Several books in telling their story indirectly pointed out that the firm 
must b~ very large if it had staffs at all the mentioned plants. In-
direct emphasis is impossible, although it may be quite clear to th e 
reader that the sponsoring organization is large. 
A further word in this category concerns the fact that many of 
the so-called industrial giants are known by all persons who would be 
likely to read a company book as anormous firms. Because of this, a 
reader might, for instance, read about General Motors' history or t h e 
details of the production of a Chevrolet and know all the time that Gen-
eral Motors was an industrial giant, ranking as one of the world's 
largest industrial organizations. 
And then there were the books which emphasized the size of the 
organization in r everse . In stead of emphasizing the largeness of 
the company, the books instead took an attitude of "We've done all this 
and we're still small!" 
The indecisive tabulation for this category was as follows: 
Stressing the size of company 
Not stressing the size 
14 books 
15 books 
• 4827 
.5137 
48 . 3o/o 
51. 4 o/o 
Thus, the results of this tabulation were divided with the one 
extra bo.ok on the side of not emphasizing the company's size. This 
is one of the categories which needs additional books in ord er to 
make a conclusive statement. 
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Growth of the Company 
In this category th e problem of whether or not the sponsoring 
organization chose to emphasize the firm's growth was considered . 
This was usually woven into the histor y. showing the great changes 
that had taken place in th e company since th e usually p rimitive 
founding. 
A lot of thought was put into the fo r mulation of this category to 
decid e whethe r the growth of the product could conceivably be includ e d 
in t his grouping. It was finally deci ded that an emphasis on th e 
growth and, acceptance of the p roduct of a firm would indicate that 
t he firm had grown and that if the company us ed lots of space point-
ing this factor out then this could be includ ed as emphasis of company 
growth . 
Other factors included were the insistence on.,,a larg e size, 
pro:Of that the company had e xperienc ed a consid e r able growth of 
assets. eithe r in capital good s or :i,n financial position, an indication 
that any particular department had had a sizeable increarein personnel, 
and such similar subjects. 
The tabulation of this group was as follows: 
Stressing growth of company 
Not stressing growth 
22 book s 
7 book s 
. 758 6 
. 2413 
75 . 9% 
24 . 1 o/o 
T hus , the majo rity. and this i s a significant 75 per cent, of 
th e studied books e mphasized the growth of the company in s ome way..-
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One book of particular interest in this category was The Pond Lily 
C ompany: The Story of One American BusineSS 3 published by t h e 
Pond Lily Cornpany3 which d escribed t h e various businesses the corn-
pany grew into and out of as the demand for their products changed 
o:Ver the years. The book points out that although t he company has 
chang ed its p r oduc t several times it emerged from each change 
succ essfully. Thro ugh an historical account of the company the 
book s hows how management kept abreast of new developments and 
increased the production of Pond Lily to meet the new challenges. A nd 
yet, the company's growth had been small when compared to other 
b ette r known organizations. 
Leadership in Industry 
At first glance the r esults obtained in the leadership in ind us-
try c ate gory may seem to be one-sid ed since obviously not all com-
panie s ha v e achievep. leadership in thei r particular industry . How-
I 
ever 3 it must be remembered that this section deals with the e m phasis 
the sponsoring organization wished to place on the category3 not with 
an evaluation of the 1emphasis itself. 
I 
The term "leadership"might, in fact, be too forceful a word 
for this category, b~t it was decided that since t h e wo rd was used so 
frequently in connec'tion with the place of the company in the ind ustry 
I 
that it would be a fair term for use in this work. 
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In essence, the category is any strong emphasis on an or-
ganization 1 s c ontribtttions to ,::,an industry, such as a new devic e in-
' . 
stalled on a certain machine which speeded up production to the 
I 
point where other cbmpanies in the industry used it on their ma-
chines. Also, any ibvention s or innovations which were developed by 
I 
an organization. of o enefit to the industry as a whole, which placed the 
I 
I 
orga niz ation in the lead. if only for a time. wer e considered to con-
note e m phasis on l eadership. 
I 
I 
With this in mind. t h e tabulation was as follows: 
! 
Stressing lead e r ship in industry 
Not stressing lead e r s hip in industry 
21 book s . 7241 72 . 4% 
8 books . 2758 27 . 6o/o 
Th us, n ear l y three-quarters of the companies r epr esented in 
the s ample found some r eason to emphasize th e leadership of 
thei:::-· firms in t hei r particular industries. This would of course 
rate quite highly with a stockhold e r or prospective stockholder. 
I 
with the employees ~ who could be proud of the contribution s of t heir 
company and with potential employees. In addition. it would be a 
I 
formal notation of their leadership in industry to which the com-
pany could point w:iJt h p ride. 
It is through this category that a company could s how d efinite 
p roof of its place in its ind ustry and in :-.. a larger s ense of the way 
I 
its technology has ynable d it to r each the point of writing a hard 
cover book for all t he world to see. 
CHAPTER VIII 
EMPHASIS ON MANAGEMENT 
Another topic which comes fvom the business history as well 
as from the b usine1?S biography i s that of emphasis on management. 
I 
While it is perhaps the business biography which is the anc estor of 
I 
the "personalities" :category, the business history is the fath e r of 
t h e m ethods and policies section. The working conditions category 
was included in this chapter b ecause it was felt that it fits more 
I 
naturally into this t han into any of the others since conditions under 
which work is carried out can b e viewed as a method of conducting 
business . 
Per sonalities 
I 
T he business biography's main emphasis is on the life of a man 
of woman who is usually t he guiding force or spirit behind the o rgani-
zation. The ,books of this type are oftentimes a eulogy to the person-
ality who built up the business to the point where it stepped into the 
" big time." 
The emphasis on personalities commemorated category does 
I 
not inClude example's of th e business biography as such. It is gene r ally 
felt that the b usiness biography fits more neatly into the business 
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history grouping because the biography to be substantial will include 
the economic, social and political background against which the man or 
woman is to be depicted . 
However, the publicity book often deals with the personalities 
behind the company which is the subject of the book. Perhaps the 
main difference in these two types of literature, other than the 
length of space devoted to the personality, is the fact that in the pub-
licity book the figure of the person is not ._three dimensional. Instead, 
the figure is often made into a sort of "father image" which is por-
trayed as watching over the business. Also. the publicity book is 
likely to deal with several figures rather than with just one man. 
Hence, for example, the E. I. duPont d e Nemours and Company book 
DuPont: The Autobiography of an.::.American Enterprise. considers 
many of the people who have been a part of the founding of that busi-
ness. Besides space devoted to the original founder, space has been 
gi v en to a mention of the present president and several of his immediate 
predecessors. 
In this m~nner, the publicity book may deal with several per-
sonalities who have been important in the development of the company. 
but none of these receives what may be termed a ''full treatment." 
This category then represents the efforts of the publicity book 
authors to include in their books some mention of the various pers.on-
alities which have played a part in the formation of t h e sponsoring com-
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pany. These sketches are invariably short and seldom give the per-
sonality any qualities which. would make him come alive. 
The tabulation of this category was as follows: 
Stressing personalities 
Not stressing personalities 
21 books 
8 books 
. 7241 
. 2758 
72 . 4o/o 
27.6% 
Thus, nearly three-quarters of the books contained some em-
phasis on one or more of the personalities concerned with the company. 
Many of these made at least an attempt to humanize personalities, but 
when compared with a business biography it is easy to see how shallow 
the humanization process actually was. 
A book like Scovill Manufacturing Company's The Mill on Mad 
River made absolutely no allusion to personalities in the company, 
past or present. Instead, the book deals with a history of the product, 
told in terms of what may well be called institutional advertising. In 
fact, the pages of this book, profusely illustrated, could have ea.sily 
appeared as advertisements in an institutional vein in any newspapers 
or magazines. 
In retrospect, the reader of a sponsored book of the publicity 
type is not given a true portrait of the personalities which the authors 
of the books chose to present. 
Methods and Policies of Conducting Business 
The category of emphasis on the methods and policies of con-
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ducting business comes close to the heart of industry. For. it is here 
that the authors of the book give their readers a glimpse of how the 
business is actually run. Also. the problem of putting the policies 
and methods of :Tunning a company into words and having these words 
actually printed can be a tremendous one . For policies and methods 
can c hange rapidly. depending on the market conditions which the com-
pany faces. t he econom ic conditions of the times and other sim ilar 
situations. 
With this in mind and also considering the fact t hat th ese 
word s will become public. it is not surprising that this would be a 
difficult category in which to find brilliance, either in writing or in 
what is written. 
Again the business history is the correct place to find this 
type of meterial. for in a detailed work by a competent b usiness 
historian the trials and tribulations .of a company could b e written 
with a deeper and more accurate knowledge of many more facts -- . 
facts :which would take too. long and too much space to explain in a 
publicity type book. 
However. some of the book s which were studied contained an 
attempt at this type of material. The attempt ranged from a half-
hearted exposition of the ethical background of the company to a 
definitive publication of the policies whi·ch gov ern the company's 
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operations. ~ Years of Pioneering and Progress in Radio and Tele-
vision by the Radio Corporation of America gives such an enume r a-
tion of policy in the last pages of the book. Page 84 of that book 
starts out: "The policies that govern operations of the Radio Cor-
poration of America--from research through manufacturing, sales, 
servicing, broadcasting and world-wide communications are: 11 , and the 
10 points follow. 
The tabulation for this category was as follows: 
Stressing methods and policies 
Not stressing methods and policies 
17 books . 5862 58. 6o/o 
1 2 books . 41 2 7 41. 4o/o 
Thus, over half the books contained an attempt to c.over the 
topic of methods and policies of conducting business and were con-
sid ered to emphasize ' the topic under study. The emphasis was 
found to b e i n varying degree; but with the condition pointed out 
ab ove in relation to the business history, it must b e noted that 
nearly 59 per cent of the authors actually dealt with this very compli-
ca ted topic. 
Working C onditions 
The topic of working conditions was included because it was be-
lieved that many of the companies' authors would attempt to emphasiz e 
plant conditions in view of attr acting prospective e mployees. 
Perhaps a qualification necessary in studying this category 
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would be the fairly r ecent emphasis by industry as a whole on b etter-
ing the working conditions for all employees. Since the publicity book 
is short and some things must be omitted, it is p ossible that a company 
with working conditions which were known to be ex cellent o r one in 
which work was being devote d to ·ta study of plant conditions or an 
organization which covered the topic in detail in other p ublications 
might well choose to omit a detailed consideration of its workin g 
condi tions from its sponsored publicity book. 
Du Pont's Du Pont: The Autobiography of an American Enter-
prise is an example of a book which includes seve r al mentions of 
t~e working c onditions that the prospective employee can expect if 
he joins the company. The pension plan at Du Pont, for instance, is 
briefly explained with the emphasis on the fact that Du Pont was the 
fi r st company to institute such a program, with the implications of this 
fact well worked out throughout the book . By the inclusion of this 
topic, th e book offers further proof that the company is an institution 
which i s furth ering the growth of Amer ica and is truly an American 
E nte r p r ise. 
T he tabulation of this category wa s as follows: 
St r essing working conditions 
Not stressing working conditions 
8 books 
21 books 
. 2758 
. 7241 
27 . 6o/o 
72 . 4o/o 
T hus, only 27 per cent of the book s which were studied were 
found to emphasize working conditions in the company's plants. The 
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overwhelming majority of the books included merely a glancing mention 
of this topic or else omitted it entirely. 
CHAPTER IX 
EMPHASIS ON LOCATION 
The location category was included because some of the books 
were greatly concerned with the site of the company. It is believed 
that this was primarily true of the companies which issued their books 
at anniversaries or upon opening new plants or installations at particular 
locations. 
The book by the New England Electric System, .!L_ All Happens 
Here, is an excellent example of the book which emphasizes location. 
This book, about a company whose business is completely within the 
six-state New England region, could be considered to be actually an 
institutional advertisement urging ind ustrial d evelopment of that region. 
T h e book's sections, written by famous New England leaders, all 
show the progress and advantages of New England as a region. 
Other books take just pride in emphasizing new company plants 
at points convenient to markets, resources and other similar necessi-
ties. With this in mind, the tabulation was as follows: 
Stressing lo~Yation 17 books 
Not stressing location 12 books 
• 5862 
. 4137 
58. 6o/o 
41 . 4o/o 
Thus, the majority of the books studied emphasized the location 
of either the company as a whole or of one of its major plants. This 
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location could b e a section of the country like the New England Electric 
System's emphasis on New E ngland or the Berkshir e Life Insurance 
Company's emphasis on a section of Massachusetts in The First Hundred 
Years by John Barker. 
CHAPTER X 
EMPHASIS ON AMERICAN IDEALS 
This section was chosen in order that som_e idea of the amount 
of emphasis placed on so-called American ideals could be determined. 
A company sponsored book must in some way or other face the fact 
that the company is a part of the American economic system and that 
in all probability the institution could exist only under the Amer ican 
or a very similar economic system. 
With this in mind, it was felt that the books, particularly the 
more recent ones, would include at least some emphasis on the A m e r i-
can way of life and the American ideals. 
The ideals selected for this section were an emphasis on libe r ty. 
an emphasis on free enterprise and an emphasis on opportunity, all as 
found in the American system. 
Liberty 
This firs t topic was chosen to represent the books which 
placed emphasis on the American way of life as represented by the 
term liberty. 11 Liberty" was defined as including all kinds of freedom 
from freedom to expand, price and advertise to freedom as a concept 
under which the company is able to conduct its business with the will 
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of the majority. 
Surprisingly, very few of the books in this study contained an 
emphasis on liberty. And, where this ideal was brought into importance 
it was usually t h rough a section devoted to a war effort, ·either in 
World War I or in World War II. 
The tabulation for the category was as follows: 
Stressing liberty 
Not stressing liberty 
2 books 
27 book s 
• 0689 
• 92 41 
6 . 9 o/o 
92 . 4 o/o 
T h us, very few of the books were representative of the category 
concerned with stressing lib erty. 
Free Enterprise 
To achieve an emphasis on free enterprise, a book had to 
mention and emphasize the benefits which the sponsoring organiza-
tion derived from the free enterprise system. Free enterpr ise is 
used here to denot~ a concept rather than a political expression. It is 
an atmosphere, so to speak, which permits and encourages the use 
of new methods and attempting the untried and unproved. This goes a 
bit beyond the plain liberty concept which deals more with a set free-
dom than free enterprise which suggests a permissive attitude on the 
part of the American people. 
This concept would be a difficult one to define in a company 
book, but if the company author seemed to emphasize the fact that the 
company did what it did because of a lack of restraint, then the book 
was checked as one emphasizing this category. 
The tabulation of this category was as follows: 
Stressing free enterprise 6 books 
Not stressing free enterprise 23 books 
.2068 
.7931 
5 6 
20.7% 
79. 3o/o 
Thus, the majority of these books, and this majority was 
over three-fourths, did not even attempt to emphasize this category. 
Because of the difficulty in obtaining an obvious reference to this 
concept, it is possible that more >books might have included something 
along this line. 
Opportunity 
Again, this topic deals with a conc~.pt rather than a fact. 
Opportunity could mean opportunity for the worker or for the company; 
a chance to be opportune with the product or to be simply able to take 
the opportunity provided by the freedom existing in this country and 
translate this into the betterment of the product. 
With a concept there is always difficulty in obtaining evidence of 
emphasis, but with this in mind the tabulation was as follows: 
_ Str.essing opportunity 
Not stressing opportunity 
6 books 
23 books 
.2068 
.7931 
20.7% 
79. 3o/o 
Thus, the majority of the books again did not emphasize this 
category. The six that did emphasize opportunity did it by reference, 
in most cases, to the opportunity the company itself found in the 
United States for the profitable markets necessary to establish the 
business and allow it to expand. 
( I 
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CHAPTER XI 
GUESSED AIM OF BOOK 
Upon c ompletion of a book of this type, it is interesting to 
guess at just which audience t he book had been aimed. A company 
book could be published for a general readership such as employees, 
stockholders, prospective employees, and the like or it could b e tail-
ored for one specific audience. The New England Electric System's 
book, _!t All Happens Here. is a book which could easily fit a general 
audience. Because it deals with New England as a section. the boo k is 
of interest to all classes of people who are either residents or non-
resid ents of New England; it would interest the employees as well as 
stockholders and would make an interesting book for reference. 
Oth e r books such as the Scovill Manufacturing Company's Mill 
Prod ucts Division book, Brass Roots. is more specific in its audience. 
The b ook is essentially a hard cover employee handbook which deals 
with the products made by the company and the steps necessary in p ro-
ducing them. It would have some interest to stockholders, but would 
b e of a limited interest to people who were not connected with the 
company. 
In a like manner, "As Ye Sow" by the Reuben H. Donnelley 
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Corporation would be of primary interest to customers and especially 
potential customers. This book is full of details of the methods and 
reasons why the Donnelley organization does its work so swell. Outside 
of the customers and possibly the employees who always like to see 
their work described. the book would be of little interest to those un-
connected with the sales promotion field. 
The tabulation of this category which really has no concrete 
basis, was as follows: 
Airriedfor general readership 
Not aimed for general readership 
26 books . 896 5 
3 books . 1034 
89 . 7o/o 
10. 3o/o 
Thus, the majority of the books aimed at a general readership 
rather than attempting to tailor the book to any one s.pecific public. The 
three book s which were not aimed at the general reader seemed to have 
a specialized group in mind and as such the books might prove unin-
teresting to t he average reader who was not particularly interested in 
the field or the organization. 
CHAPTER XII 
FLESCH FORMULA 
Because it was felt that there should be sorn e sort of an. obj ec tive 
c hec k on t h e entire twenty-nine books in the sample, the F lesch For-
mula for r eadability was c hosen both as a means t o group the books and 
also as an objective method of rating the books on a readability scale . 
The formula was devised by Rudolf Flesch and reported in his 
short book : How~ Test Readability (Harper & Brothers, New York , 
1951). It is not the premise of this thesis to criticize the formula or th e 
system by which fue scores are :.12rived. Anyone intereste -:i in rea ding 
criticism s of the for m ula itself is advised to look at the bibliography in 
the a bove - m entioned book where Mr. Flesch has a list of the articles in 
ot her sources which com ment upon his work. 
The mechanics of the formula are simple. On e hundred word sam -
pl es were dra wn from the book s under study with the number of samples 
differing with the number of pages of text material i n each book . In 
this hund red word sample, t h e num ber of syllables were counted, the 
number of sentences and the average sentence lengt h and average word 
length were found . The figures which resulted from this tabulation 
were then placed on the table which Mr. Flesch placed in his book and 
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the reading ease score was found. 
The next step was to do the same thing for the personal wor ds a nd 
pe rsonal sentences. These were plotted on the graph which is i ncluded 
in the previously m entioned book a nd the interest score was found. 
While it was felt that each book received essentially the same kind 
of treatment, it must be m entioned that Rand McNally a nd Company 's 
The Chicago Assembly, published on its hundredth a nniv e rsary, was 
the report of the assembly a nd the text is actually a t ranscript of the 
proceedings of the convention or assembly . This fact makes the book 
fall out of the scale since all of the s entences are actually quotations 
and a r e a ll " personal. " T his is the only exc eption to this category, 
however . 
The books were taken objectively and t he number of picture pages 
vva s sub trac ted from the number of pages in the book and then the book 
was divid e d so that at least five sampl e s would b e drawn from every 
book . It was felt that fe v; er than five samples would not b e a dequate for 
thi s study . 
T h e tab ulation for the r eading ease was as follows: 
Ve ry easy 0 books 0 . O% 
E asy 0 books 0 . O% 
F ai rly easy 0 books 0. O% . 
Standard 2 books . 0 8 9 6. 9% 
Fairly diffic ult 9 b ooks . 3103 31. O% 
Difficult 17 b ooks • 58 6 2 58 . 6% 
Very difficult 1 boo k . 03 4~ 3. 4% 
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From this tabulation it is seen that the greatest number of books 
are in the difficult category whic h has a range of 30- 50 points on the 
Flesch s c ale. According to Mr. Flesch this rating r e_. :cesents an 
educational l evel of at least a high school gra d uate with perhaps som e 
college grades completed. This level includes 33 p e r cent of the popu-
lation as of 1950, the y ear which is used to tab ulate the grades com -
pleted in the United States census. This indicates that the majority of 
the book s are written for that th i rd of the American population which 
has completed high school and m ay have had some y ears in c ollege . 
The t abulation for the i ntere s t score was as follows: 
Dramatic 
V ery interesting 
Inte r esting 
Mildly interesting 
Dull 
0 books 
1 book 
5 books 
19 books 
4 books 
. 03~4 
. 1 724 
. 6551 
. 1 379 
0 . Oo/o 
3 . 4 o/o 
17. 2o/o 
65. 5o/o 
13 . 8% 
As far as interest goes the books were mostly i n the m ildly in-
t eresting c ategory whi ch is 10 - 20 points on the Flesch hum an interest 
scale. Anyone further interested in the Flesch interest scale is again 
referre d to the book m entioned above. It suffices to say that the books 
studie d r ange d from dull to nne which could be termed very interesting 
(this one was the aforem entioned Rand McNally and Company book 
which achieves the rating in an unusual way). 
T o a verage all of the Flesch scores in order to achieve the mean 
s c ore for b oth r eading ease and interest is an inter e s ting test to make. 
T he reading ease score was 40 poi nts, exac tly in the middle of the 
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difficult .range which is fro m 30-50 points. Writing of this type is 
aim e d at the person who has completed high school at least and perhaps 
even some college grades. 
The interest score mean is 23 which i s low on the " interesting" 
section of the scale (Dull 0-10; Mildly interesting 10- 20; interesting 
20 /I 0 t ) Th th b k . '' . . t' II ' t 1 · - -_, , e c. . us, e average oo_ 1s 1m:eres 1ng , ou very c ose 
to being " m ildly interesting. 11 
The average book in the study has a readability set for people who 
have completed high school and those who are either in college or m ay 
h a v e completed some college work. The average book is also lik ely 
to be only a little above mildly interesting and if t h e book goes into 
great detail into production processes and the company is a technical 
one then the interest score may well be dull. 
CHAPTER XIII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Throughout this work the plltlic ity type book has been studied in its 
various aspects. In back of all t his lies the i dea that if a company is 
plam1.ing to publish a book about its activities it should know just what 
sort of competition it is facing arld what other organizations are doing 
I 
in thei r books. 
The lin e of attack taken was to collect a sample of these books and 
then after doing some research on the b usiness history~ analyz'e the 
books through the study of the business history. A company book is 
not a project to be entered into lightly, forbooks cost a great deal of 
money and because of t heir permanent quality should be a well t hought 
out undertaking rather t han just something which is hurriedly done be -
cause other c.ompanies are doing it. 
T h e subject was chosen because of the relative newness of the 
fieldJ in itself indicative of the recent urge on t he part of ind ustry to 
commu...11.icate its actions and deeds in some more or l ess per manent 
for m . Because there is so little m aterial available in the field of t h e 
publicit y type book J this thesis is actually only the b eginning and other 
studies on various parts of t h e subj ect would s:erve to round out· t he 
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picture of the publicity book and give it a wholeness which may be found 
la c k ing in this study. 
However, there must always b e a b eginning and it i s hoped that 
this departure into the field will be taken up by others. For the field 
is an i mportant one in several asp ects . Actually any company could 
sponsor a publicity type book and its success or failure would d epend 
to a large extent on just what type of material was chosen for it as 
w ell as th e manner in which the m aterial was presented, both in matters 
of style and design . 
Often a project can best be planned by studying e xampl es of the 
project as done by others. This is essentially the typ e of attack whi ch 
this the sis makes on the publicity type book. By the examination of an 
" average" o r "typical" book t he company is able to assess its competi-
tion easily and th en to make changes in the format which are felt 
necessary to capture the personality or achieve t h e end s for which the 
book is d esigned. T h e gap, for instance, in material for prospective 
empl oyees might easily be filled by a good publicity type book on the 
comp any with an adequate space for showing a sketch of t h e company 
hi story and telling how the organization got into its present work and 
how well it is succeeding in that work as compared with the industry as 
a whole. 
The average book has no author credit line. Instead it is a cooper-
ative effort of sever al depar tments and of several writers. The book in 
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many cases is the product of the public r elations department with 
additional h elp from other sources; it is a company effort rather than 
the effort of any one person. 
Usua lly the book has less than 100 pages which means that t he 
organization m us t choose carefully if it is to give a rounde d picture and 
that t h e writing must be concise and to the point . Because of the rela-
tivel y short length of the i')ook the target must be seen clearly and t h e 
purpose must b e made clear and followed in detail. There is no room 
in such a short space for rambli.Dgs and asides. The copy should be 
I 
interesting, but it must always follow the purpose. 
T he size of a book ~ust be car efully consid e red also if the book is 
to fulfill a place in the general scheme of the company. It cannot be 
ov erly l arge for if it is it is likely to be stack ed in some out of the way 
place and m ay well be left there to gather dust . In the same line of 
reasoning it should not be too sm all either; for small book s can be 
easily overlooked. Again the purpose behind the book m ust be con-
sidered and the decision as to size ·-·.should c.omplem ent the purp ose 
behi.Dd the book ' s publication. 
The choice of a printer is again a subject t o b e considered and 
must fulfill the purpose behind the book. Most of the book s in this 
study did not list · a printer on the title page. This usually meant that 
the sponsoring organization preferred to have the book printed privately 
and took care of a large par t of the distribution itself. This does not 
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mean that the vanity publishers should not be considered, but the nature 
of the book will often dictate wheth er or not there is lik ely to be a popu-
lar sale of t he book . In some cases people may b e very willing to pur-
chase t h e book b ecause of its content material. In othe r cases the 
b uyi n g p ublic m ay not be as interested and it may b e more to the organ-
ization ' s favor to control the di s trib ution in order that every penny 
spent on the book will have a n opportunity of pulling Its weight. 
P e rhaps of all _things m entioned in this study none is m ore 
c haracteristic of the p ublicity book than the illustrations. While a 
b usiness history will settle on using pictures and other illustrative 
material as examples, the publicity book can mak e excellent use of 
illustrations to further the purpose. For instance, a book for p ros-
pec tive e mployees can show situations which are found in the organi-
zation t hrough a picture of the plant's operation or through some other 
a s pect of t he organization. 
While it is now a cliche, the saying that a picture is better than 
a thousand words holds true esp ecially if the picture is tailored to the 
general p ur pose and is used as an integral part of the b ook . Also, il-
lustrativ e materials can further the text and mak e every inch of space 
count towa rd the creation of the impression the coj:npany is striving to 
attain. illustrations then must be chosen with care both in the content 
and with the thought of using them to enhance and a dd to both the 
textua l part as well as the purpose of the book. 
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Typographically, the publicity book with its limited space is likely 
to try to put too much in too little space; at least, the tendency could 
be in this way. There is no point of spending money to publish a book 
and then have it so crammed and in such small type that the book is 
not inviting to the reader. White space must be used wisely, for in 
the printed hard cover book every inch counts. But if the sponsoring 
organization considers white space to be as important for enticing the 
reader into the book as the content then there should be no problems 
here. 
Size of type bears out this line of reasoning too. Too small, 
cramped, hard-to-read type can ruin an otherwise attractive and in-
teresting book . The choice of type face should depend again on the 
purpose and on the impression which the company wishes to create. 
The siz e of type should be no smaller than 10-point and either 10-point 
f 
or 12 -poirit type is adequate for most books. Eight point type is fairly 
easy to read in some faces, but the organization ·should remember that 
it has a persuasive job to do in attracting readers and the larger point 
types are more easily read. 
Content is of course the prime reason for the book 's betng. It 
must carry out the purpose behind the book arid at the same time give 
the reading public the impressions and feeling that the organization is 
attempting to achieve. 
T hree categories or general g r oupings of subjects which were in-
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eluded in the books in this study are the service or product, size and 
growth of the company and the management of the company. Which 
particular phases of these categories are emphasized will of course 
depend upon the purpose behind the book. 
Under the s ervice and product category, the company may want 
to emphasize the quality of service, the service in the public interest, 
the variety of the product or service or the details of production. The 
·majority of the books in this study emphasized the quality of ser;vice, 
service in the public interest and the variety of product or service. 
The details of production category had seven n wre. book:S.".o;rnitting em -
ph a sis on p roduction than those featuring it. 
When considering the emphasis on size and g rowth category, the 
bi ggest section of the study is brought up. Nearly every single book 
studied plac ed emphasis on the historic origin of the company. And it 
is this historic origin and devel opment that relates the publicity book 
directly to the business history . C ertai.nly this topic is one which all 
companies considering a book should inves tiga:te closely. 
Other topics under the size and growth category are the size of 
the company, the growth of the company and the leadership of that com-
pany in its industry. While the tabulation of the size of the company 
was about even for and a gainst emphasizing the company's empire, 
nearly all the book s emphasized the organization's growth and the 
l eadership H the organization in the industry. 
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In the category on management, the publicity book is close to the 
busi ness history and the business biography. Topics under this general 
category are commemorating personalities, emphasizing the metho ds 
and policies of conducting business with more tha.n a quarter delving 
into the realm of work ing conditions. Nearly all the books reflected 
the great prid e felt toward the organization's leaders and founders and 
much space was devoted to describing their place i n t h e company ' s 
history and development. If these p:ortraits were written to make the 
person come alive, they would have been more interesting. However, 
many of the authors were content to merely list d ry and one - sided 
traits of the men and women who started and/or carried out the 
business . 
Another trait which is lik ely to b e found in the publicity book and 
not e xtensively in the business history is the emphasis on location. 
Many of the publicity books seemed to have been written at the tim e of 
opening a n ew plant and, because of the natural pri de associated with 
th i s, dwelled on the subject to a length which definitely dated the book 
and decreas ed its general interest. Certainly a book distributed at 
the d edication of a plant will b e of interest to persons in that area, b ut 
to get full value out of a book (this is supposing that the company has 
only one book ) the pages should not be stylized any more than necessary 
with timely events. If the purpose of the book is to commemorate the 
opening of a new plant then the book is right in line, b ut for utmost 
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economy the book should maintain the general impression the company 
is striving to attain. 
When d ealing with Am eric an ideals the company book is dealing 
with loyalty and patriotism at the same time and ideas on patriotism 
seem to change according to the history of the moment. By far the 
majority of organizations chose to leave this category to either other 
writers or to the company pamphlets . This does not mean that the 
organizations are not patriotic, but rather that mere flag waving is 
generally a waste of time, If the company wants the public to think of 
it as always doing its part in both war and peace then simple reminders 
of its war effort suffice to bring this into play. When it is considered 
that all companies survive and exist because of the economic system 
which is known as A merican, it is hardly surprising that the organiza~ 
tions pitch i n and do their share to keep that form of government in 
operation. It is probably because a company's patriotism is not in 
question that this topic is omitted. 
The last item considered in this thesis was the Flesch formula 
J 
and its ratings of the books. It goes without saying that the writing of 
any book or article which is to haye mass distribution must be written 
in such a way that it will be as clear as possible . To write simply 
about a complicated electronics problem may be difficult and it may be 
well for the organization considering a description of a complicated 
phenomenon to decide whether this is actually necessary in a book of 
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this type. Again, the purpos e should be the guiding light on this point . 
Thus, the book should be written as clearly and as simply as pos -
sible so that all may understand what the story is about. The other 
problem raised by Mr. Flesch is that of interest. Perhaps the big 
problem which faces all types of writers is how to make the story in-
te r esting. It is a well known fact that the things that interest one per-
son are not always sur e-fire subjects of interest to others. That's 
why some choose to go to football games and others go for a dri ve in 
the country, why some like Rembrandt and others prefer Picasso. 
Since there is no answer to this question it is ~mportant only that it is 
som ething which must be considered and answered in each individual 
book. 
Because of the complexities which are inherent in every piece of 
writing for mass readership, there is no simple blueprint which can be 
given. It is necessary for any company or organiza tion considering a 
book to 1hink carefully about other possible methods of presenting 
material, m ethods which might be cheaper and perhaps enable a wider 
or more specific distribution and thus be more effective than a hard 
cover book. A book is not something to be decided upon hurriedly. 
After deciding why a book is the b est solution, the organization 
should clarify the purpose of the book and then keep the purpose clearly 
in m ind throughout the period of gathering information, writing, editing 
and all phases through to the publication. Pictures and other illustrative 
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materials must b e considered and chosen with the purpose constantly in 
mind and t h e text and pictures s hould go together to form an in!_egrated 
whol e which will be, in a matte r of speaking, the company in hard 
cover fo rm . For the thousands or hundreds of people who read the 
book m ay have no other i dea of the organization other than that which 
i s conveyed. by th e book and here lies t he responsibility of th2 authors. 
But with the purpose clearly in mind and with all available material 
at hand t h e company book should not be too difficult to write. And if t h e 
purpose is kept in mind along with the cold fact that this book will b e t he 
com pany on paper. printed and bound in a durable form, then the b ook 
s hould be both an addition to the literature of industry as well as an 
important piece of p ublic information about the sponsoring organization. 
If the book is well written, honest and sincere then it cannot help but 
m a k e a contribution to the company and to the reading public . 
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THE FORD MOTOR COMPANY BOOK 
The following is taken from The Company Faces the Public: Ford 
Graduate Training Program, a manual prepared by the Training De-
partment of the Ford Motor Company in cooperation with the Ford Office 
of Public Relations, 1956. 
PIC TO RIAL BOOK 
"
1 A pictorial portrait of a great industrial enterprise tak en in its 
50th y ear ••• told in terms of people .•• a look at a piece of America. 1 
"This was the creative task which the company defined for the 
former managing editor of LIFE, Joseph J. Thorndike, Jr., early in 
1952. It had been decided at the outset that ''Ford at Fifty" would not be 
a historical book. Professor Allan Nevins of Columbia University had 
been commissioned earlier to compile a comprehensive history of Henry 
Ford and Ford Motor Company- -a long and exac ting editorial project 
which will publish the first of several volumes early in 1954. 
"As editor of Picture Press, Inc ., Mr. Thorndik e brought in a 
professional team of photographers, researchers and writers over a 
period of seven months. A m ong them were Philippe Halsrnan, the LIFE 
cover photographer; David Scherman, form e rly of the LIFE photographic 
staff; Thomas Hollyman, former photographic editor of HOLIDAY; and 
the writer, Joe McCarthy, formerly editor of YANK and managing editor 
. of COSMOPOLITAN. 
"Although the book was comprised mostly of photographs and 
text~ it contained some outstanding artwork. The endpapers--one por-
traying Ford products from 1903 to 1953, and anothe r a map showing 
Ford operations in the United States--were executed by Boris Artzy-
basheff, the T IME cover artist. A color flow-chart showing the final 
assembly process was done by Antonio Petruccelli . Th e book also in-
cluded the Norman Rockwell profiles and a full-color reproduction of the 
Rockwell painting of Henry Ford at work on his original car. 
"Wh en "Ford at Fifty" was completed, it contained 108 pages--
20 of them in color. It was 9" x 12" in size with a hard case-bound 
cove r . It was printed by l e tte rpress process in Chicago by R. R. Don-
nelly and Sons in a volume of 48 3, 000 copies, making it one of the 
largest industrial book publishing v entures on record. 
"'Ford at Fifty' was publishe d on April 20, 1953, and receive d a 
number of reviews in the book columns of newspapers and magazines. 
Almost all of them were highly favorable. Simon and Schuster bought 
10~ 000 copies from the company for sale through commercial outlets. 
11 T h e book appeared in two editions, e ach with a separate jacket. 
The 't rade' edition featur e d the jacket selected by Simon and Schuster 
for publication in the regular book outlets. The ' dealer' edition had a 
jacket featuring a color portrait of the ghree Ford brothers and the 
XL - 500 car. 
"The 'dealer' edition was made available to Ford and Lincoln-
Mercury dealers at cost for the price of $1. 15 per copy for orders in ex-
cess of 25, and $1. 25 per copy for less than 25, including shipping . The 
dealers purchased approximately 1 60, 000 for distribution to their cus-
tomers, f:i:'iends, employees and business associates. 
"Approximately 20, 000 copies of this edition also were distribu-
ted oversea_s via Ford International, to school and public libraries, a nd 
employes of the Ford Tractor Division (formerly Dearborn Motors). An 
inventory of 55, 000 copies was set aside for distribution in late 1953 
and 1954. 
"Most of the 'trade ' edition was distributed to employes. Approx-
imately 200, 000 were used for this purpose, including distribution to 
' new hires' through the month of October . The State Department re-
quested 9, 000 copies of this edition for its overseas libraries. It was 
also sent to 14, 000 civic and business leaders. in the Detroit area and 
branch cities, and to 6, 000 m ajor suppliers. 
"Thousands of letters were received in response to the book. Be-
cause it was distributed by so many components of the company in so 
many cities across the country, it was not possible to get an accur ate 
count of these acknowledgements. The content of the 4, 600 l etters for-
warded to the Public Relations Staff, however, indicates t hat 'Ford at 
Fifty' was regarded as the finest industrial publication ever seen." 
The distribution breaks down lik e this: 
Trade Edition 
C ompany and Employees 
Civic and Business Leaders 
Sold by Simon and Schuste r 
Overseas by State Dept. 
Supplier s 
Other 
Total 
Dealer E dition 
Public via De alers 
Ov erseas via Ford Int'l. 
Dearborn Motors Employees 
Libraries 
Other 
Total 
200, 000 
14, 000 
10,000 
9, 000 
6, 000 
3 ~ 000 
24 2,000 
160, 000 
6, 000 
5, 000 
9, 000 
s. 000 
188, 000 
